Now with more flexibility
OptiLife nasal mask gives you and your patients
more flexibility than ever.
With updated features and more options, it’s simpler to fit more patients
with a mask that’s not only right for their lives ... it’s a great fit for your business.
OptiLife patients can choose between
a pillows cushion or a CradleCushion
that literally cradles the nose to provide
excellent comfort and seal. And because
OptiLife is packaged with multiple
cushion styles and sizes, first-time fit is
straightforward, inventory management
is enhanced, and callbacks may be less
likely for homecare providers.
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Patients will appreciate how easy OptiLife
is to wear, clean, and maintain – not to
mention that they have a clear field of vision
and can sleep on their sides. OptiLife can be
slipped into place with just one hand thanks
to an advanced headgear design and an
integrated chin support band. Adjustments
are simple, too. Longer, multi-directional
mask tubing provides increased flexibility and
a secure fit, regardless of sleep position.
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Easy-to-adjust headgear

Simple attachment hub provides

Generous landing area

has no buckles – and keeps

a secure cushion attachment

and deep arc of the

the forehead and vision

and allows the cushion to rotate

optional CradleCushion

area open.

for an optimal fit.

cradle the nose for

Two headgear slots give

Exhalation port provides

options to improve

quiet and diffused airflow.

excellent comfort
and seal.

patient comfort and seal.
Visual indicators provide orientation

Chin support band

for proper cushion assembly.

provides mask stability
and a secure fit.

Groove accommodates

Longer, 18"/45.7 cm

side-to-side movement.

multi-directional tubing
moves freely. The mask stays
put for an optimal seal.

Ordering information
OptiLife mask

Pillows
cushions sizes

Mask with headgear and pillows cushions FitPack

P, S, M, L

Mask with headgear FitPack/DuoPack

P, S, M

Mask with headgear FitPack/DuoPack

M, L

Mask only FitPack

P, S, M, L

CradleCushions
sizes

Part
number

U.S. HCPCS code

1036800

A7034, A7035

S, M

1036801

A7034, A7035, A7032

M, LN, L

1036802

A7034, A7035, A7032

1036804

A7034

Mask sub-assembly with headgear

1036818

A7035*

Mask sub-assembly

1036819

*

Part
number

U.S. HCPCS code

* Requires addition of mask cushion for HCPCS A7034

Replacement parts
Item

Size

Replacement parts
Part
number

U.S. HCPCS code

Item
Headgear including chin
support band

1036850

A7035

Accessory pouch

1036851

N/A

Tube management clip,
2 per pack

1039967

N/A

Pillows cushion

P

1036838

A7033

Pillows cushion

S

1036839

A7033

Pillows cushion

M

1036840

A7033

Pillows cushion

L

1036841

A7033

CradleCushion

S

1036846

A7032

CradleCushion

M

1036847

A7032

CradleCushion

LN

1036848

A7032

CradleCushion

L

1036849

A7032

Respironics, CradleCushion, DuoPack, FitPack, and OptiLife are trademarks of Respironics, Inc. and its affiliates.

Please visit www.philips.com/respironics
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Philips Healthcare is part of Royal Philips Electronics

Philips Healthcare reserves the right to make changes in specifications and/or to
discontinue any product at any time without notice or obligation and will not be liable
for any consequences resulting from the use of this publication.
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CAUTION: US federal law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a
physician.
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Philips Respironics
1010 Murry Ridge Lane
Murrysville, PA 15668
Customer Service
+1 724 387 4000
800 345 6443 (toll free, US only)
www.philips.com/respironics
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